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WELCOME TO INDIAN ACADEMY
THRUST ON QUALITY EDUCATION!
Indian Academy Group of Institutions, established and
managed by Indian Academy Education Trust, has been
serving the cause of higher education for over two decades
now. Under the leadership of our Chairman, Dr. Thummala
Somasekhar, Ph.D. who returned to India after a decade of
successful research career in US universities and set out to
develop world-class academic and research facilities in
Bengaluru, Indian Academy Group of Institutions has been
providing equitable access to affordable and quality
education to students from India and abroad.
The Motto of Indian Academy is 'get ready for life'.
Accordingly, the curriculum in each of our educational
institutions is designed to provide an in-depth knowledge
base, industr y -relevant skills, professional attitude social
etiquette and corporate ethics. The campus life, vibrant with
ethnically diverse multi-national student community is in
itself an education in cultural-sensitivity and global
citizenship.

,

INDIAN ACADEMY DEGREE COLLEGE - AUTONOMOUS
(IADC-A)
IADC-A is our flagship higher educational institution
offering graduate and post-graduate courses in the
disciplines of sciences, commerce, humanities and
business management. With successive A-grades from
National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC)
and an ISO certification to boot, the UGC recognised
Autonomous College under Bengaluru North University
provides strong academic foundations with research
orientation along with international exposure, industry
experience, integrated sports and cultural activities and
institutionalised civic participation. The College has an
excellent

track

record

of

university

ranks

and

extra-curricular achievements.

www.iadc.ac.in
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Dr. T. Somasekhar, Ph.D., is an eminent educationist who held research & teaching positions at the
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, University of Illinois, Chicago, and Ohio State University,
Columbus before returning to India with a vision of establishing world-class educational and research
facilities. As the Founder Trustee and Chairman of Indian Academy Education Trust, he leads Indian
Academy Group of Institutions from the front towards academic excellence and global competency. He has
been espousing quality and autonomy in higher education through his talks and articles in the media. He is
also a prominent social worker actively participating in charitable causes and community service.
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CHAIRMAN'S
INVITE

Dear Students, Parents, Educators and Educationists,

“

It gives me immense pleasure to extend an invitation to you all to join us at Indian Academy in celebrating academic

excellence and autonomy. The four pillars of higher education are accessibility, affordability, equity and quality. Having
been founded firmly on these four pillars, Indian Academy has been making steady progress towards its goal of

becoming a world-class educational institution. Recognised under 2(f) & 12(B) of UGC act with a full-fledged centre for
research in life sciences, and re-accredited by NAAC at ‘A’ Grade with a CGPA of 3.27, our flagship institution has now
been granted the status of an autonomous college under Bengaluru North University. The autonomy gives us the
freedom to introduce an innovative curriculum that is industry-relevant and research-oriented, to enhance the quality
of teaching and assessment, to enrich the learning environment with cutting edge educational technologies, and to
work towards bridging the regressive lab-field, community-campus, and campus-corporate gaps.
Our track record is replete with top ranks achieved by our students in Bengaluru North University examinations,
trophies won by our champions in sports tournaments, accolades received by our teams in cultural events,
accomplishments by our faculty and scholars in academic conferences and testimonials received from the companies
where our alumni are placed. Our campuses are vibrant with state-of-the-art infrastructure and facilities, committed
and qualified faculty, and brilliant and ambitious students. Our future is bright with well-planned and well-funded
projects to grow into a world-class higher educational institution of India.
Take time to flip through the pages of this brochure to get to know us. Explore our website www.indianacademy.edu.in
to understand us better. Pay a visit to our campus at Bengaluru to appreciate our commitment to make high-quality
education available to one and all.
Come, join us at Indian Academy! Let us celebrate excellence in education!
Dr. T. Somasekhar, Ph.D.,
Chairman,
Indian Academy Education Trust

www.iadc.ac.in
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STUDY BY CHOICE!
Indian Academy Degree College - Autonomous offers you a wide choice of courses to suit your aptitude and
interest. Admissions will be based on appropriate selection criteria subject to the following eligibility
conditions.
Students who have successfully completed 10+2 years of formal schooling, and hold the certificate of a
recognised state, national or international board, like PUC, Intermediate, AISSCE, ISC, IB Diploma, CIE-A Level
and NIOS, are eligible to apply.
For the under-graduate programmes, proficiency in English is expected as

it is the medium of

instruction. The minimum eligibility for post-graduate programmes is the possession of a three year undergraduate degree in respective discipline awarded by a UGC recognised university or institution. Other
recognised degrees that are considered equivalent to or more advanced than the above are admissible too.
With the effective implementation of the NEP 2020, Indian Academy Degree College – Autonomous is a
progressive global study destination providing premium education and contributing significant facets such
as Holistic, Multidisciplinary and futuristic education, Quality Research, and Equitable use of technology
for better reach in Education. NEP – 2020 is implemented from the Academic Year 2021 – 22, as per the
norms and guidelines of the Karnataka State Higher Education Council (KSHEC) and Bengaluru North
University. The College has effectively implemented Dual-Major Programmes in the B. A. and B. Sc.
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COURSES OFFERED
IA DEGREE COLLEGE - AUTONOMOUS
B.Com. - Hons

M.Com. - Master of Commerce

B.Com. - with ACCA

M.Com. - Financial Analysis

BBA - Bachelor of Business Administration
BCA - Bachelor of Computer Application

M.Sc. - Biotechnology / Microbiology / Biochemistry
Applied Genetics / Organic Chemistry / Mathematics
Physics / Data Science / Computer Science

B.Sc. - Microbiology, Chemistry

M.A. - English

B.Sc. - Biotechnology, Chemistry

M.A. - Economics

B.Sc. - Biotechnology, Biochemistry
B.Sc. - Genetics, Biochemistry
B.Sc. - Zoology, Biochemistry
B.Sc. - Physics, Computer Science
,
B.Sc. - Electronics,
Computer Science
B.Sc. - Mathematics, Computer Science
B.A. - History, Political Science

Foreign students may approach Indian Academy
International Students' Cell for assistance in
respect of visa, registration, and clearances. ICCR
scholars may contact the cell for coordination with
the local office. The college will arrange orientation
programmes, bridge courses and local guidance for
foreign students.

B.A. - Psychology, Journalism
B.A. - History, Economics
B.A. - Journalism, Optional English

www.iadc.ac.in
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR
PROGRAMME TOPPERS

.
Ms. Supriya M M
B.Sc. (GBcBt) - Gold Medal
1st RANK, 2015-18

Mr. Eithasab Ahmed
M.Sc. Biochemistry
3rd Rank, 2015-17
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Mr. Salim Abubakar Mzee
MTTM Integrated - Gold Medal
1st RANK, 2013-18

Mr. Sobin Thomas
MTTM Integrated
5th RANK, 2013-18

Ms. Saira Taj

Ms. Sirikarthiyayani Nagaraja

M.Com.
3rd Rank, 2015-17

M.Sc. Microbiology
4th Rank, 2015-17

Ms. Aastha Shrivastava
BBM - Gold Medal
1st RANK, 2014-17

Ms. Hamsaveni S

M.A. Economics
4th Rank, 2015-17

Ms. Bamunusinghe Arachchige Hasini T.B
M.Sc. Biochemistry - Gold Medal
1st RANK, 2015-17

Ms. Lubna Kouser L

B.Com.
9th Rank, 2014-17

Anu John B

M.Sc. Biotechnology
1st Rank, 2014-16

Ms. Shristi Chaudhary
BBM
9th Rank, 2012-15

Mr. Sayan Paul

M.Sc. Applied Genetics
2nd Rank, 2011-13

Ms. Krupa S.

M.Sc. Biochemistry
1st Rank, 2010-12

Ms. Aashita Sinha

M.Sc. Biochemistry
4th Rank, 2010-12

Ms. Rachamalla Bhavani
M.Sc. Applied Genetics
5th Rank, 2009-11

Ms.Nikath Salma Sajjad
M.Sc., Chemistry
3rd Rank, 2007-09

Shalini P M, B.Com.

Highest Marks in
Cost Accounting, 2013-16

Ms. Kavitha S

B.Com.
Gold Medal, 2012-15

Mr. Sravan K.V.

M.F.A
1st Rank, 2013-15

Ms. Salina Subedi

BBM
1st Rank, 2011-14

Ms. Noor Ayesha M

Ms. NVM Rajeswari Vileky
aK

Ms. Neha Rani

Ms. Aishath Nazeera
M.F.A.
1st Rank, 2010-12

M.Sc. Biochemistry
2nd Rank, 2011-13

M.Sc. Microbiology
1st Rank, 2010-12

M.I.B.
2nd Rank, 2011-13

Ms. Mary Fastina Shanthalli A Ms. Naik Desai Swapnali Ramnath
M.F.A
M.Sc. Biotechnology
4th Rank, 2010-12
5th Rank, 2010-12

Ms. Sushree Sangita Senapati
M.Sc. Microbiology
5th Rank, 2009-11

Mr. Arindam Ghosh

M.Sc. Applied Genetics
4th Rank, 2006-08

Ms. Alka Bajracharya

Ms. Sumitra Chaulagain

Ms. Sithara .R

Ms. Chethana Hasarangi Galketiy

BBM
1st Rank. 2012-15

M.F.A.
2nd Rank, 2012-14

BBM
2nd Rank, 2012-15

Ms. Apoorva Tripati

M.Sc. Biotechnology
3rd Rank, 2011-13

Ms. Latha M.
M.Sc. Biochemistry
2nd Rank, 2010-12

Mr. Lanuyanger Longchar
M.Sc. Genetics
5th Rank, 2010-12

B.Sc. (GBcBt)
9th Rank, 2011-14

Ms. Ramya S

M.Sc. Biochemistry
4th Rank, 2011-13

Ms. Heigrujam Sonia
M.Sc. Genetics
2nd Rank, 2010-12

Ms. Moumi Roy Chowdhur

Ms. Sushma Khattri

BBM
3rd Rank, 2012-15

Ms. Lakshmi. M

M.Com. - Gold Medal
Cost Accounting, 2012-14

Mr. Manerikar Gautam Vijay
M.Sc. Biotechnology
5th Rank, 2011-13

Ms. Shilpi Choubey

M.Sc. Biochemistry
3rd Rank, 2010-12

Ms. Anju Modi

M.Sc Chemistry
2nd Rank, 2009-11

M.Sc Chemistry
4th Rank, 2009-11

B.Com.
10th Rank, 2007-10

M.Sc. Biotechnology
4th Rank, 2008-10

Ms. Shilpa Tholtle

Ms. Mamatha
BCA
8th Rank, 2006-09

M.Sc. Microbiology
1st Rank, 2007-09

Ms. Sarbani Adhikari

Ms.Rajyalakshmi Naga aPrimala

Ms.Sheela

Mr. Shivashankar

Mr. Suraj.M

M.Sc. Organic Chemistry
5th Rank, 2005-07

M.Sc. Biotechnology
2nd Rank, 2003-05

BCA
5th Rank, 2002-05

Ms. Leela Lavany
a

B.Sc.
20th Rank, 1999-2002

www.iadc.ac.in
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ADMISSION PROCEDURE
NOTIFICATION: Generally, admissions begin in the month of
April - May to ensure the academic year starts in June.
Notification is published in newspapers and college
website, and wide publicity is given through hoardings and
social media. However, information and counselling
concerning admissions are available round the year to
help students plan their future.
HOW TO APPLLY : You can easily apply online on the
website of the College, www.indianacademy.edu.in, & use
the embedded payment gateways to pay the application
cost.
You can also collect the printed application form and

ADMISSION: Following the above processes, candidates
who are selected for admission will be allowed to join
immediately, on or before a notified last date, after
payment of the prescribed admission fees. In the cases
where the results of the final qualifying examinations are
not available, the admission is considered provisional and
will be confirmed only after receiving the required
qualifying documents and verifying the eligibility of the
candidate.
The following documents have to be furnished in original
at the time of admission.
1) Pass certificate and marks card of the qualifying
examination from a board/university recognised b

brochure in person from the office of Indian Academy on

a) Pass certificate and marks card of Class 10

Hennur Main Road by paying the cost of the application.

b) Pass certificate and marks card of Class 12

After filling up the form, you can submit it in person at the
office or send it by post to “Admissions, Indian Academy
Degree College - Autonomous, Hennur Main Road, Kalyan
Nagar Post, Bengaluru 560043”.
Alternatively, you can download the hard copy of the
application form from the official website. While submitting
the filled up form, either in person or by post, you have to
furnish the details and receipt for the payment of
application cost which could be done through electronic
money transfer or a Demand Draft drawn in favour of
"Indian Academy Degree College".
SELECTION PROCESS: The applications are screened for
eligibility based on the information provided by the
candidate. Eligible candidates are intimated to appear for a
personal interview and a counselling session where they
are apprised of various options and opportunities, and their
credentials and original documents are verified.

equivalent
c) In addition, provisional certificate and marks
of the first degree for admission into PG courses
2) Transfer certificate from the head of the school/college
in which last studied
3) Migration certificate for undergraduate candidates
states other than Karnataka, and postgraduate
candidates from outside Bengaluru North University
4) Aadhar (UIDAI) card for Indian nationals; Citizenship
for Nepal and Bhutan nationals; Valid passport and
student visa in the name of Indian Academy Degree
College in case of other foreign nationals; ICCR students
should apply through proper channel
5) Certificates in proof of applicability of quota such as
Sports, Income, Caste, Disabilities, etc.
6) Ten copies of latest passport size photographs

Enquire about scholar
ships and concessions.
Instalment options are also ailable
av
to pay fees.
Fees, once paid, will not be refunded.
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INDIAN ACADEMY - Merit Cum Means &

Girl Child Scholarships

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA - Social Welfare Scholarships

TRIDENT HYUNDAI

[24]7

Countries

SPECIAL NEEDS FRIENDLY

www.iadc.ac.in
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PRINCIPAL, IADC - A
Dr. Srinidhi K Parthasarathi, BE., PGDM., Ph.D., D.Litt is an Academic Administrator, Faculty &
Researcher on Quality Management based on workplace Spirituality. He brings with him 28 years of
Industrial and academic experience.
Along with his professional career, he has been spearheading the Spiritual beacon in India and Abroad
across diverse audiences with his lectures, musical discourses, writings and classes since the year 2003.
He has contributed 70 articles to Spiritual Magazines, newspapers and research journals and has authored
2 books titled Total Quality Management- The Bhagavad Gita Way and gita@workspaces.
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PRINCIPAL’S
MESSAGE
Welcome to Indian Academy Degree College - Autonomous!
Indian Academy Degree College - Autonomous has been built brick by brick to be recognized as a benchmark institution
amongst institutions of repute.
The state of Art laboratory facilities for students pursuing Undergraduate and Postgraduate programs in Sciences are
well equipped and have been well recognized by Government departments like the Department of Biotechnology and
University Grants Commission. The faculty at Indian Academy in all the four streams viz. Sciences, Commerce, Business
Administration and Arts are well read and bring in a lot of dynamism to the learning environment. They inspire the
learners and hand hold them to climb the ladder of success.

Dr. Srinidhi K Parthasarathi
Principal
Indian Academy Degree College - Autonomous

www.iadc.ac.in
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VICE - PRINCIPAL,
HOD - BBA,
IADC - A
Prof. Shalini S,
MBA (HR), M.Phil., (Ph.D.)
She is the Vice-Principal of Indian Academy Degree
College - Autonomous, an academician with 10 years
of teaching experience. She has authored 4
textbooks/reference books and has been contributing
research papers in National and International
Journals. She is pursuing her Ph.D. in Economics.

CONTROLLER OF
EXAMINATIONS,
IADC-A
Dr. T. Srinivasa Rao,
Professor of Computer Science at IADC-A, Bangalore
completed his Ph.D. from OPJS University & has more
than two decades of academic and administrative
experience in India and Universities abroad. His Ph.D.
work was on Conserving Privacy Using Safe Multi-Party
Computational Protocols Through the Development of
Computational Techniques a significant part of which
was carried out at the University of OPJS, Churu,
Rajasthan. His primary field of work is related to
Datamining, forecasting, time series data, and Data
Analytics. Prior to his Ph.D., he had earned B.Sc. (CS)
from Nagarjuna University, and Masters degree in Computer Applications (MCA) from University of Madras.
He is currently serving as the Controller of Examination. He has attended several conferences and presented and
published papers in fields related to Datamining and Cloud computing. He is Life Member of International
Institute of Organized Research (I2OR). He has served in the capacity of BOE chairperson for the department of
MCA & Ph.D., VTU, Belgaum. He has been the resource person for various workshops, seminars and conferences
at National and International level in the field of Data Science.
13
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Indian Academy attracts well-qualified and talented faculty

Our teaching pedagogy is further augmented by visiting
faculty from reputed Higher Educational institutions of
India, US and Europe in order to encourage knowledge
transfer and international collaborations. Industry experts
from top MNCs and R&D agencies are regularly invited to
deliver guest lectures to the students.
Passion for student-centric teaching and mentoring is the
hallmark of all the faculty at Indian Academy which
combines innovative teaching practices with experiential
learning activities to impart the best of education to the
students.

Ph.D.

PG

M.Phil.
& NET
I n d u str y d
n
Back g rou

www.iadc.ac.in
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE – CURRICULAR
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Indian Academy Degree College - Autonomous

expected in the classes. The faculty is also

implements a world-class

curriculum that is

available to students after the class hours for

recognised for its high-quality by regulatory and

discussions and clarifications. Online presence of

accreditation agencies. The syllabi for each course

the faculty gives students the opportunity to

are frequently revised to include advancements in

interact with them outside college hours.

knowledge and current industrial trends. Each

Practical laboratory sessions form the major part

course is spread over a semester giving ample

of the curriculum where students get hands-on

study and assimilation time to the students.

experience of conducting scientifically designed

Proficient classroom teaching by expert faculty in

experiments that reinforce classroom learning.

internet-enabled classrooms using multi-media

Faculty and lab assistants help the students

tools makes the learning environment inspiring,

acquire necessary skills to handle the apparatus

interesting and effective. Regular attendance is

and materials.
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State-of-the-art laboratory equipment is available at Indian
Academy and students are encouraged to take up assign-

Star College Program

ments, projects and dissertations in advanced areas of

Indian Academy Degree College – Autonomous has been

research.

selected by the Department of Biotechnology, Govt. of

Examinations and evaluations are essential part of the

India for support under the Strengthening component of

education system at Indian Academy. Students' perfor-

the “Star College Scheme” to four departments:

mance is rigorously assessed, and marks are awarded,

Biochemistry, Chemistry, Biotechnology and Microbiology.

which form the basis for promotion to subsequent semes-

This scheme has been initiated by the DBT Govt. of India to

ters and for the final award of degrees. Scoring of high

support undergraduate education of colleges and

marks in the examinations will also give an edge to

universities, thereby, improve science teaching. The

students in pursuing further studies and in finding employ-

programme aims to improve the skills of teachers by

ment opportunities.

organizing faculty training, improved curriculum and

Choice Based Credit System with a wide range of electives

emphasis on practical training to students by providing

to choose from helps students to plan for specialisation in

access to specialised infrastructure and consumables. Our

a specific area of study. Research-basedproject work is

project has been designed to cultivate the ability of

highly encouraged at Indian Academy. Students can opt for

undergraduate students to think independently, provide

the project work in lieu of a subject paper in the final

insights to realistic scientific questions in the form of

semesters of the course. This option exposes students to

projects, offer exposure to cutting edge technologies by

research culture and project-based learning.

industrial visits, and introduction to specific topics like IPR,

Students' scholastic achievements are meticulously

bioinformatics,

recorded and appropriately reflected in the marks-card.

visiting/guest lecturers from industries and academia.

Meritorious performances are encouraged and rewarded

Special emphasis has been placed on gaining experience

through scholarships and gold medals by the management

by performing experiments and projects and training in a

of Indian Academy. Students who perform well in under-

variety

graduate courses at Indian Academy will be given preferen-

Therefore, experiential learning will be the key focus in our

tial admission into the postgraduate and professional

endeavors’ through the execution of the Star College

courses at Indian Academy with fee consession.

Program.

of

entrepreneurship

techniques

and

in

scientific

biology

by

instruments.

Our approach will also create an interface

between Industry & Academia, facilitating students’ future
employability and pursuit of higher education.

www.iadc.ac.in
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Not just covering the syllabus, uncovering and
discovering the syllabus is the purpose of studies at
Indian Academy. Classroom teaching is reinforced
with experiential learning. Self-study based
assignments bring out students’ creativity in the
form of presentations and colloquiums. Faculty
expertise is augmented with eminent guest
lecturers from industry and academia. Students are
taken for industrial visits to see real-life
applications of the theories they learn.

17
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Academic conferences, seminars, symposiums
and workshops make the students up-to-date with
developments in their field of study. Indian
Academy’s in-house journals, subject clubs and
discussions and debates give ample scope for
students to demonstrate their communication and
presentation skills. Inter-disciplinary collaborations
are another unique feature of education at Indian
Academy.

All co-curricular activities are designed and organised by the

COMPUTERS

Heads of the Departments and faculty members to suit the

Computers are ubiquitous at Indian Academy and most of

knowledge levels and learning aptitudes of the students of
the concerned course of study. They are spaced out through
the year in the academic calendar so that students can
assimilate the takeaways.

the course work involves the use of computers and the
internet. Students are given training on relevant software
applications. Besides, there are many terminals available
for use at the computer centre, classrooms and library.
BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) is encouraged by providing
free Wi-Fi connectivity in the campus.

Indian Academy Centre for
Professional Excellence (IACPE)
The centre works towards developing industry-academia
interface, collaborations and consultancy for the benefit of
the faculty and the students of Indian Academy. It provides
customised training and certification programmes for the
LIBRARY

students to develop industry-relevant skills, professional

Indian Academy has a rich collection of books in its central

competency and employability in a wide range of areas like

library, and subscribes to number of periodicals, that can be

ERP tools, IT applications, laboratory techniques, drug

discovered through the online public access catalogue

development, banking, investment, insurance, retail, travel

system, Web OPAC. The Digital Library provides access to

and tourism. The value-added courses and enrichment

huge collection of e-resources and is a member of open

programmes at Indian Academy prepare the students to be

access resources consortia like INFLIBNET and inter-library

best-fit for careers that they embark upon obtaining their

networks like DELNET.

degrees.

www.iadc.ac.in
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The motto of Indian Academy is “get ready for
life”, and that calls for going beyond the boundaries of academic curriculum. Education is
complete only when it results in personality
development and social maturity of the students.
To this end, Indian Academy fills its campus life
with exciting extracurricular activities.

Indian Academy has a full-fledged Department of
Physical Education headed by qualified Physical
Director and trainers, who organise regular

19
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classes for the physical fitness of students and
ensure that they maintain prescribed standards of
fitness. Courts are laid out and equipment is
provided for students to play cricket, basketball,
hockey, volleyball, athletics and other sports of their
choice in leisure time. College teams are formed to
participate in tournaments held at university level
which paves way for selection in state-level and
national-level events. Indian Academy teams have
won several cups, trophies and medals over the
years in such competitions.

Indian Academy students have been stealing the show at
youth festivals and cultural competitions held by various
organisations across the city of Bengaluru.
SPECTRUM is the intra-college cultural event held each year
at Indian Academy where the students showcase their
talent through dramatics, dance, music, mimicry, mime
and also ethnic folk forms.
YUVTARANG is an inter-college cultural extravaganza hosted
and organised by Indian Academy which attracts students
Annual sports meet of Indian Academy, held each year, is a
celebration of teamwork, sportsmanship and competitive
spirit.
ARTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

from colleges across Bengaluru to participate in open
competitive display of their artistic skills. Indian Academy
students play a major role through participation as well as
event management.

Life at Indian Academy is made beautiful with opportunities
and occasions to express the aesthetic creativity and artistic
talent of the students. Posters, collages and graphic
displays created by the students adorn the corridors of the
college. All gatherings, functions and celebrations held at
Indian Academy are enlivened by thematic song and dance
presentations by the students.

www.iadc.ac.in
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COMMUNITY SERVICE
AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
Indian Academy is involved in a big way with

INSTITUTIONAL SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

charitable activities and social service projects that

Indian Academy takes its social responsibility

address the local community problems as well as

seriously. Recently, Indian Academy has adopted five

larger humanitarian causes. Students can volunteer

Goverment schools run by Bruhat Bengaluru

to take part in these programmes to gain valuable

Mahanagara Palika (BBMP) and provided drinking

experience in community service and social work.

water, sanitary amenities, study kits and computers.

Indian Academy also encourages students to

Students and staff visit the schools to give computer

contribute their bit as citizens to the civic campaigns

training to the students.

initiated by the government and the city corporation.

21
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NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME (NSS)
Indian Academy has an active unit of National Service
Scheme (NSS), a voluntary scheme of the Ministry of Youth
Affairs, Government of India, which enables students to
contribute to nation-building through local community
service. Student volunteers of NSS were in news recently for
assisting the traffic police in traffic safety and prevention of
drunk driving. Awareness rallies and marathons are held in
support of plastic-free environment, diabetes prevention,
AIDS eradication, women and children welfare and other
such community issues. Student volunteers also led the
drive for clean and green surroundings by clearing the public
areas and planting saplings.

YOUTH RED CROSS
Youth Red Cross programme of Indian Red Cross Society,
which is a part of International Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement, finds motivated volunteers at Indian Academy

NATIONAL CADET CORPS (NCC)

in their mission to protect human life and promote health.

National Cadet Corps (NCC) is a voluntary uniformed

The students take active part in blood donation camps and

scheme of Indian Armed Forces that trains its student

other events of Youth Red Cross.

members in military discipline and leadership qualities.
Successful NCC cadets are given special quota in
government jobs and university admissions in India.
The 6/B Company located at Indian Academy is
attached to 8 Karnataka Battalion of Karnataka and
Goa Directorate of NCC.

www.iadc.ac.in
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STUDENT SUPPORT
Indian Academy, keeping in view its aim of providing

Scholarships are awarded on a yearly basis to the

affordable access to high-quality education, supports

toppers in the entry test conducted by the college in

the students in every way to make their stay

the first year, and further to the class toppers of each

comfortable and their studies fruitful.

course in the subsequent academic years. Partial or

INDIAN ACADEMY ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIPS

full tuition fee waiver is extended to students

Indian Academy Education Trust offers a number of
annual scholarships and fee concessions to needy
and deserving students as financial aid to cover their
education costs. These are in addition to the various
social

welfare

government.
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scholarships

granted

by

the

from disadvantageous strata. Merit-cum-Means
Scholarship and Girl Child Scholarship are granted
on the basis of economic background.

TRANSPORTATION
The campus is conveniently located well inside the city
limits and has access to all public utilities and facilities.
Public transport is abundantly available to commute to
college. Indian Academy's own fleet of college buses serves
the students and faculty on trips to various locations in the
city for educational needs.
INDIAN ACADEMY CENTRE FOR STUDENT PLACEMENT
SERVICES (IACSPS)
In the final semester of their courses, can avail the campus
placement services provided by the Indian Academy. They
career will be provided withcounselling and interview

CAFETERIA
Indian Academy has a rooftop cafeteria located within the
academic block which serves delicious food at reasonable
rates to refresh the students and staff during the course of
their working day.

guidance. Several of the top companies located in
Bengaluru visit Indian Academy to conduct campus
recruitment drives. Indian Academy students have been
bagging lucrative job offers each year.
HOSTEL ACCOMMODATION
Indian Academy runs separate hostels for boys and girls
within the walking distance of the campus. The hostels
provide well-furnished

rooms

on sharing basis at

inexpensive rates, along with nutritious meals. The hostels
are maintained by resident wardens with dedicated
housekeeping and security staff. The hospitality of the
hostels makes them 'home away from home' for Indian and
foreign students.

www.iadc.ac.in
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PARTNERS IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE
SRI AUROBINDO CENTRE FOR EDUCATION IN

Sri Aurobindo Centre for Education in Human

HUMAN VALUES

Values is established by Indian Academy with the

The National Policy on Education has laid

idea of enriching human life through egalitarian

considerable emphasis on value education by

democratic principles and to promote unity among

highlighting the need to make education a forceful

all faiths and cultures. Eminent speakers from all

tool for the cultivation of social ethics and moral
values.

walks of life are invited to share their experiences
and perspectives on how to practice ethics and
values in professional and personal life.
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INDIAN ACADEMY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (IAAA)

WOMEN’S COUNCIL

Academy Group of Institutions, over the decades, has

The Women’s Council is constituted to promote gender

shaped many educationists, scientists, writers, managers,

sensitivity and equality. It acts as the nodal centre for the

servants, entrepreneurs and professionals. IAAA

preventionof sexual harassment. The Women’s Council

vides a common platform for all of them to connect

also educates the students and employees on various

collectively contribute

their

ideas and efforts

growth of their alma mater. Reunions are organised at

gender issues through lectures and conferences, and also
promotes health awareness among women students.

Indian Academy for various batches. Social media is widely
used for interaction among alumni and for interfacing
the alma mater.

PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION
Academy is committed to parent satisfaction by
viding and receiving feedback from all concerned.
Parents are indeed our partners in grooming the students.
Designated teaching faculty of the college interacts with
parents through face-to-face meetings and e-mails. Issues
ding progress of the students, attendance in classes
general discipline and performance in examinations are
discussed periodically with the parents. The association
meetings are held biannually at the college.

www.iadc.ac.in
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